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SP!:t'IAI,
COLLFJC'rlONS

Citizens against Nonreturnables (CAN) will b.e meeting
at 7:00 p.m. tonight, in room
231-D at the SUB, to ctiscuss
plans and strategies to make
New Mexico the 6th state
with a bill against nonretur- ·
nable bottles .

Thursday, January 20, 1977
.-

Mercure May Not Be Replaced
By Tim Gallagher
Administration· sources: said
Wednesday .that the .position of
associate provost, left vacant ·by the
resignation ,of Alex Mercure, may
not be filled.
As associate provost, Mercure
was in charge of regional and
community affairs. He resigned
Tues~a~ to take a post as assistant·

secretar.y of agriculture for rural
development in the Carter administration.
The administration sources said
that Mercure's · duties may be
dispersed among new Vice. President for Stude~t, Alumni and
Development Affairs Marvin
"Swede" Johnson and the new
provost. Johnson takes office Apr. ·

Carter Prepares
For Inauguration
.

.

W ASHINGTON(UPI)-Jimmy
Carter came to town in his best blue
suit yesterday to take office as 39th
president of the United States at
noon 'I:hursday. He said he might
.
be one of the great ones.
"I think I have a chance to be a
great president but it st.ill remains to
be seen," the president-elect told
reporters. as he finished lugging
baggage to his car in Plains, GA.,
and headetl for his flight to
Washington.
He also promised America "a
new day, a new spirit·and a new
beginni!lg'' on inauguration eve
Wednesday and headed ,for the
nation's capital to assume the
: .!immv Cwtf!fo~ .. ·.
presiderwy at noon today.
oui · 'on · the··· walk,· th~y· ~~id
· Washington, glazed with ice jn
·frigid weather, awaited Carter with goodbye to old friends, chatted
its "Peoples' Inaugural" part:ting briefly with Ed Harles, an elderly
in full swing. Fr~e con,cert.s, man, and set off by motorcade for
theatricals and receptions ran day- the ·Albany, GA., ·airport, and
long. Inaugural visitors poured in Washington, and the White flouse.
by train and plane. Workmep.
Accompanying the presidentcompleted the skeletal inaugural elect and Mrs. Carter on the flight
parade grandstands along Penn- were their .mothers, ''Miss Lillian"
sylvania Avenue. Soldiers shoveled and "Miss f\llie" Smith, daughter
ice off the streets.
·
Amy, 9, Carter's sister, Gloria
· The president-elect, his family Spann, and Carter's press party and
and friends were to join the aides.
inaugural festivities . themselves
Earlier in the day,' Billy Carter
Wednesday evening at a glamorous, led the arrival of the Carter clan of
- invitation-only Kennedy Center Plains, GA., for the inauguration
of his brother. He took a swig from
gala.
Pumping hands and grinning a pint of whisky while waiting for
broadly, Cart~r left his boyhood his baggage at National Airport.
home of Plains, GA., after one getHe promised, however, that he
would indulge in "nothing really
together with the home folks.
Rosalynn Carter said nothing to wild" while in the nation's
the crowd, but told a reporter, capital-"I promise not to get
locked up."
"I'm fiiled with emotion."
Billy Carter flew in ahead of the ·
As the Peanut Special blew its
whistle and started rolling . out, president-elect and Rosalynn, sister
Carter stood on the platform Gloria Stann and Miss Lillian, 78year-old matriarch of the family.
waving to each car as it passed.

1. The ~_lew provost will probably be
named in February and will be~in
duties during the summer.
UNM President William E. Davis
refused to confirm that the position
would ·be left vacant, but he said,·
''At the present time I think we will
have some realignment and shifting
of duti~s. Some of the people who
used to report to Alex (Mercure)
will be reporting to others.''
Davis said·, "We really haven't
made any decision on replacing
Alex~ I'd like to get some input
from the new provost before we
make a decision. ••
There will be no search for a
replacement for Mercure right now,
Davis said: Davis will be interviewing applicants for the
provost p_ositiori later this month
and early in Febr~ary. The list of
applicants has been narrowed to
.six.
Mercure is a native of Lumberton, N.M. He has administered
New Mexico programs involving
rural development, primarily as
executive director of the Home
Education Livelihood Program
from 1965 to 1971.
·· Mercure, 45, said he will be
trying to develop a nafional rural

Alex Mercure ·
policy. He said his main duties will by Mercure's resignation. "He had
be administering the Farmers Home informed me that he might make a
Administration, Rurals Electric move," Davis saic.J. "They (the
Administration and the Rural Carter administration) got an
Development Service.
awfully good man. I don't know
Mercure met with Rep. Bob anyone with as extensive a
Berglund, D-Minn., agriculture background in· rural development
secretary-designate last Friday in as Alex."
Washington. He will be· paid about
,
$40,000 a year in the new position, · Mercure. was in San Francis~o on
compared with $35;000 a year at UNM busmess and not available
for comment Wednesday. He will
UNM.
Davis said he was not surprised resign from UNM effective Feb. I.
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By Margaret Reed
Interspersed among the horde of
students converging on . various
buildings are. several paraplegic
students wheeling their way toward
their academic commitments.
Most of the things that ablebodied students take for granted
pose problems for the wheel chair u~;c;:t:·~-~~~
undergraduate.
"There is no bathroom in Sara
Raynolds Hall where I have a cla-ss.
The closest is in the Psychology
Building and ther~ are no ramps,"·
said Suki Harada, a disabled senior
in the Co1lege of Fine Arts. "Last
year I was pregnant' and called the
office of the architect to get the
situation ·changed. One yea'r later
the problem still exists." Suki has
be~n in a wheel chair for six years ·
Student Suki Harada demonstrates the
for a
as the result of a car accident.
ramp at a crosswalk on Redondo Dr.
Four or five hundred other handicapped l>tudents travel over the . fluids every hour and most of the
UJ:::!M campus each semester water fountains are too high.'' In
• workin~ toward educational ends, class, Dale has difficulty taking
for as many varied reasons as the notes because he has little dexterity
non-handicapped student.
in his hilnds. ''My cassette picks up
Colleen MacLennan says curbs static from the. other students and
around the campus are formidable sometimes it's impossible to ·hear
barriers for her. Most students just what I have recorded.''
Dale will be attending a class
step over them and continue their
called Therapeutic P .E. this
journey.
0
The students and faculty mem- semester. He says, " I want to Imbers are great here, but it's hard to prove my physical capabilities and
find a parking space and the it is definitely helping me."
Aid to handicapped students is ,
elevators in the buildings are too
sriuill. In the SUB, I can't reach the av~ilable through the Instructional
buttons and the library elevators Media Department. Special equipare hell because they are broken ment may be obtained to facilitate
most of the iime," said Colleen. optimum learning conditions.
She has been in a wheel chair for There are manual interpreters for
five_years a·s the result ofa·broken deaf students, cassette recorders
neck she sustained in a caf accident· for stqdents with dextedty
problems, and electric typewriters.
in 1971.
Accommodations for housing
Non~handicllpped students have
little difficulty quenching their thir- are provided at Hokona Hall. The
st while on campus, but Dale accommod!ltions are limited but
Richards has a hard time reaching plans (or more housing are being
A temporarily out-of-order computer at Bandelier Hal/ slowed the registration proce!fs
·
·th·e
fountains. "I have to drink developed.
for a few minutes vyednesday.
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Asks Gas-Price Decontrol

Ford

Bu~y

WASHINGTON (UPI)-The
o· Ford· administration, forecasting
~ gasoline would cost up to six cents
.... more a gallon by summer anyway,
.?? Wednesday proposed abolition of
;@ all federal gasoline price and·

on Fina·l Day

allocation controls.
Ford's plan, submitted to
Congress on his final day in office,
automatically would remove
controls March I unless either the
House or the Senate vetoes the

20% off all supplies to UNM
Students with LD.
.

'

$1.29 ea.
Spotted Puffers
$1.29 ea.
Small Jack Dempseys
3/$1.00
Your Choice of Platties
Offer good until January 24
We take trade-in on used aquariums
1425 San Mateo N.E.

266-9778

.'

Drinks soc
Every Tuesday thru Thursday

The Last Mile Ramblers
Januaiy 18-23

proposal within 15 days.
He also made "personal
farewell" calls to Soviet Leader
Leonid Brezhnev and other world
leaders Wednesday and closed out
his White House years with a
private dinner in the executive
mansion.
.
Press Secretary Ron Nessen said
Ford was in a good mood on the. eve
of Jimmy Carter's inauguration
and "truly, truly looking forward
to leaving here Thursday and to
taking on a whole new set of
challenges."
'
Ford told visiting members of
Congress those chalienges would
include continuing leadership . of
Republican Party affairs.
Nessen said Ford telephoned·
Brezhnev at mid-morning, talked to
him IS minutes through a Russian
ttanslator in the Soviet Union and
then called a number of other world
leaders. He did not identify them.
"All the calls are motivated by a
desire to say a personal farewell,''
Nessen said.
The Fords, who danced cheek to
cheek at a White House· party
Tuesday night, arranged to spend
their last night in the executive
mansion at a private dinner with
Vice President Nelson Rockefeller,
his wife, Happy, Nelson Jr., 12,
and Mark, 9.
·
The Rockefellers were invited to
stay overnight, have morning
coffee with the Fords and Carters at
the White House and ride in a
presidential motorcade to inaugural
ceremonies at Capitol Hill.
Aside from the farewell parties.
and calls on his last full day iil'
office, Ford issued a presidential
pardon to "Tokyo Rose," asked.:
Congress to remove federal con"
trois from · gasoli~e prices and.~
declined to grant a general amnestyto Vietnam era draft evaders and
deserters.

Ford Orders Discharges

~:

'By D.M. Flynn
During the last few semesters, the
face of UNM's campus has changed
radically. The changes have ranged
from new structures and costly mud
puddles to building renovations.
The New Mexico Union building,
that bastion of every idle student,
has undergone a total face lift.
Many students believe that the
beautification project has done
much to improve the SUB.
. "You can move around a lot
better and it has a more open atmosphere," said student Hank
Crumpton. "Movement is still
restricted in the cafeteria area, and
I still have to squeeze between
tables and suck up my butt"

WASHINGTON (UPI)-Griffin Bell was recommended for confirmation as attorney general on a 10-3 vote Wednesday by the Senate
Judiciary Committee.
The vote followed the final session of extensive hearings on the appointment of Bell, the 58-year-old Atlanta lawyer and former U.S.
Appeals Court Judge, which produced a sharp split between
spokesmen for Black groups.
Informal approval of Bell put all of Carter's cabinet appointees in
line for quick confirmation by the Senate after the Georgian is sworn
in as President Thursday and formally submits their nominations.

Ships_ Sink Near Florida
MIAMI (UPI)-Tht4JO-foot Panamanian ship Ukola capsized
and sank in the storm-tossed Gulf of Mexico Wednesday. Off
Florida's other coast a 24o-foot schooner with 140 persons aboard
was disabled and adrift in 15-foot seas in the Bahamas, the Coast
Guard'reporte(i:'"
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MIAMI (UPI)-Jack Frost
rewrote the song book as well as the
record book Wednesday when snow
replaced the moon hang'[ng over
Miami.
Officially, of course, it didn't
snow in this palm-lined resort city,
and it never has.
That's because the fluffy stuff
didn't fall on any of the three
National Weather Service recording
stations around Miami or Miami
Beach.
"It won't go into the record
book," said Miami forecaster
Elbert Hill, "but it really snowed in
the area today and we just have to
accept it."
The Miami News hit the streets
Wennesday afternoon with a 2-

in.ch-high from-page streamer
headline that read: "Snow in
Miami!"
"This is the end of a perfect
record," lamented Lee Evans, a
native Miamian and director of the
Miami-Metro News Bureau.
"I didn't believe it until I called
the weather bureau,'' Evans added.
"It's a freakish thing.''
'
Hill said he joked with fellow
Miami forecasters that "what we
need here is a forecaster from
Chicago because I don't know how
to write a blizzard warning.''
"The official low was only 39
degrees," Hill said, "and the
record is 28 degrees." But the wind
chill factor in Miami Wednesday
was 15 degrees.

U.· Students Speak Out
On SUB Renovati_ons

Committee Approves Bell .
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Nine Killed in Egyptian 'Riots
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Jim Akers was not so pleased
with the new SUB. "It sucked
before, and it still does," he, said. ·
One lunch-consuming student,
Andy Horowitz, said a major
'improvement was that ''the
bathrooms are a lot cleaner." His
eating companion, who wanted to
remain anonymous, added that
"the aesthetics have improved:"
Melanie Montavon sat watchiQg
The first meeting of the Philosophy Club will bl!'
this Friday, Jan. 21 1 in the Philosophy Department
Library (Fifth floor humanities Building), Cookies
and coffee will be served from 3:00 to 3:30 in the
department lounge before the meeting. This week's
topic: •4The Socratic Commitment of Philosophy."

the passers-by. "I've always liked
to watch the people traffic and I'm
glad there are still places where you
can do that," she said.
"I'm usually in the pool hall,"
said Ray Garcia. "But I think that
the upstairs part is O.K. except for
the tiles."
Judy Burns, a non-student but
frequent visitor to the SUB, said,
"It's all alright except that they
removed th,e outside part."
A woman consuming one of
Pronto's more infamous concoctions said the SUB would be
better "if they got rid of all the
dirty people and put in animal

cages.''

$6.00 per day*
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Look What's New at the

Dick Cargill, wbu does the daily
helicopter traffic reports for Coral
Gables radio station WVCG,
startled thousands of Miami
listeners Wednesday morning when
he reported:
"You're not going to believe this,
but Ws snowing!"
"lt was ·flat snowing, man, and it
was the first time I've ever seen it in
Miami, and I've been here 27
years," said Cargill, a retired
Miami policeman. "We were flying
at 1,500 feet and it was pretty
heavy. I put my _hand out the
window and caught it."
Doug McLean, a tower employee
at suburban Opa-Locka Airport,
said it began to snow around 8:15
a.m.
"A lot of our people went
outside to stand in it and run
around in it," he said.
At Frostproof, assistant post·
master Lary Blackwelder said, ''We
had enough so you could make
snowballs." Wilton Manors
policeman C.P. McDonald wiped
snowflakes from the windshield of
his vehicle and muttered: "I feel
like Nanook of the North."
Two inches of snow plastered
semitropical foliage at famed
Cypress Gardens, Fla., and surprised Cathy Linderman, on a
Broward County (Fort Lauderdale)
ranch, said: "Snow is on the backs
of my horses."

SUB

All who wish to attend are welcome.
TheConcillo de Sor Juana Ines deJa Cruz: wilt bold'
a special meeting Sunday, Jan. 2J at the Southwest

JANUARY 21, 22, 23, 1977

OVER 100 DEALERS TABLES-ART SHOW & AUCTION
BREAKFAST WITH THE GUEST SPEAKERS
GUEST TALK SHOWS-COSTUME CONTEST

*EVEN LOWER FOR
RENEWING FALL RESIDENTS

Thit convention made pouibl• by the onhtanc• of Alpha Centura

.

SciFi

Star Trek

It's a wise move into the residence halls,
and the price is right. Space is available
for the Spring Semester.
~m~

40 Star Trek

A.E. Van Vog.
• 40 Hours Sci
Fi Movies
• King Kong
• The Illustrated
M;an
eTheDayThe
Earth Stood Still

Episodes
Blooper Reel

$700.00 (Plus a room deposi

At Albq:
Convention Center

Comic·
Frank Brunner

is the total price for a double room
and meals on a seven day basis.

ou Figure It Out And Move In!

George Takei
(Mr. Sulu)

HOUSING RESERVATIONS
La Posada 2nd Floor 277-2606

Student Discount At SUB Box Office
·
.$9.00 All3 Days
Shuttle Bus Available All Three Days

(Coming And Going)

AIR FORCE
ROTC
The facts of the matter.
With something as Important as your future being discussed,
it's very urgent that you get and understand all the facts. Air
Force ROTC can be an Important part of your future, and we'd
like to take this opportunity to outline some of the main facts of
that malter and invite you to look further Into the subject.
The u.s. Air Force needs highly qualified dedicated officers.
Both men and women, and we need people in all kinds of
educational disciplines. Air Force ROTC offers 4-year, 3-year
and 2-year scholarships with $100 monthly tax-free allowance,
and contrary to what some people think, there Is no military
obligati~n during the first two years of the Air Force ROTC.
Upon college graduation .you'll receive a commission In the
U.S. Air Force and the opportunity to compete for a challenging job with advanced educational opportunities.
Let's get together and discuss Air Force ROTC further. We'll
give you all the facts and cl~ar up the fictions, It could be one
of the most Important talks you've ever had with anyone .

Contact Dept. of Aerospace Studies
1901 Los Lomas
277-4602

Air force ROTC
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Delicatessen (on campm Quality)
Sweet Shop (Scrumptiom Ice Cream and Deserts)
Pronto's (Breakfast, LuncJ-;., Dinner;.. and Fast)
Cafeteria (Lunch)
and of course:
Casa Del Sol

'<

(still the best Mexican Food in town)
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Video
Tapes
The Prisoner.
18 Part Series
1 part per week

Shown continuously 10:30 - 3
in
Mesa Lounge
(Sub Basement across from Prontos)
. . . ~ponsored by Studen_t Activities
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One's complete awareness is absorbed by
the skiis and surrounding nature. It is
something which develops not only the
body but also the soul ...

!~5.
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Manuel Lopez, ·seated comfortably in the round area west of
the cafeteria, said, "This area is
nice." Although topez · 'sliid he
usually goes to'Ortega Hall to sit in
the lounge, he said, "This is
relaxing."
What the SUB lost with the
renovations, it gained in cleanliness
and comfort. Nevertheless it
remains the center of all inactivity,
where people go to congregate and
pass the time one way or another.
Answers to
Yesterday's Puzzle

Maternity Clinic (lOth and Rom a) at I :30 p.m. to
discuss the Spring symposium,
The Orthodox Baha'i Faith is holding firesides on
Mondays at 8:00p.m. at 408·0 Maple NE.
BUSINESS EDUCATION 111...()()2, Beginning
Typewriting, will be offered during the Spring
Semester on Tues. and Thurs. evenings from 7:00 to
8:15 p.m. in Room 206 College of Education. Interested students may still enroll.
The ASA Gallery is iooking for (X:Opte to help them
in a variety of operating activilies. If interested call:

for less than
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WASHINGTON (UPI)-President Ford Wednesday pardoned
"Tokyo Rose," the Japanese-American woman who was convicted of
treason 27 years ago for her broadcasts to U.S. troops during World
War II.
.
Iva Toguri D' Aquino, 60, now a clerk in an oriental shop in
Chicago, was one of a number of women identified as Tokyo Rose.
After World War II, the American-born woman was held two years
without trial and finally was convicted of treason in San Francisco in
1949. She served six and a half years in prison.

BONN, West. Germany (UPI)-Astronomers have found the
presence of water outside the earth's galaxy for the first time, indicating the possibility of life in outer space, the Max Planck Institute
of Astronomy said Wednesday.

ROOM&BOARD

..

Tokyr;J Rose Pardon Granted

Water Found Outside Galaxy

ON CAMPUS

.,'

WASHINGTON (UP!)-With less than 24 hours remaining in office, President Ford today ordered honorable discharges for as many
as 700 Vietnam-era military deserters who were wounded in action or
decorated for valor.
•.
His order, however, does not affect the status of an estimated
98,000 men who evaded the draft or committed other wartime offenses.
.
.
The President said the honorable discharges should be granted
unless there is a "compelling reason to the contrary" in an individual
/
cas~ ...
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By United Press International

CAIRO, Egypt (UPI)~Antigovernment riots which killed at least •
nine persons forced President Anwar Sadat Wednesday to revoke
food price increases. Police were ordered to shoot rioters on sight.
The government also Clamped a dusk-to-dawn curfew on Cairo and
Alexandria for the first time since disturbances preceding the downfall of King Farouk in 1952 and ordered police to shoot rioters on
sight.

Playil)g 9-1:30 Tt!esday thru Saturday · ·
7:30-11:30 Sunday
4310 Central S .E.
266-7756

Snow Hits Mi'ami·
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Country
~ki
Clinics
Our next cross-country ski
clinic will be Friday Jan. 28
(in-store clinic) and Sat. Jan.
29 (snow clinic). Friday we'll
sec the terrific movie Skinny Skiis, and discuss
waxing, fiberglass vs. wood,
construction, etc. Saturday
~ve'll
teach you basic
technique in the morning
and ski off for a tour in the
afternoon. Come in and
reserve yout• skiis now!

CJ"OSS

Fridtjof Nansen
''The First Crossing of Greenland"
1890

Day Touring Pkg.

Bonna1800
Haugen Classic Boot
Deluxe Tonkin Pole
Troll Binding
Mounting (Pine, Tar)
Regular Price
Pli.g. Price

$75.00
$45.00
$11.00

ss.oo

$6.00
$145. 00
Sl.25.9S

MDUXTAIXS
AMO

RIVERS
2320 CentJ.•al Ave. SE

.I

268-4876
l.0-6

l.0-5
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music Set

Letters
Editorials .
OPinions

For Fridn,y
The second concert in the current
season of the Chamber. Orchestra
of Albuquerque will be on Friday,
January 21, at 8:15 iu the evening.
The 32-member orchestra will
perform music by Milhaud,
Stamitz, and Dvorak under the
baton of conductor David Oberg.
The concert will be at First United ·
Methodist Church at 4th Street and
. Lead SW in Albuquerque.
Ticket prices for the first COA .
concert of 1977 are $2.00 for adults
and $1.00 for students and senior
citizens.
Oberg said the orchestra strives
to take its music "out of the concert
halls" and to the public. They have
done this by playing in such
unusual
places
as banks,
restaurants, and art galleries.
Duririg one performance, the
restaurant patrons pushed aside
their tables and began to waltz to
the orchestratipns.
Selections for the Friday concert
will be "Little Symphony No.
Five," by Milhaud; "Viola
Concerto," by Stamitz; and
"Czech Suite," by Dvorak.

An Inauguration Day Opinion
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.Long-Awaited Dawn Breaks
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By John Feldman
When Theodore Sorensen withdrew his name from consideration
for the post of CIA Director it left
mixed feelings~mostly bad-in the
hearts of ,many people ·who
welcomed the man who was not an
apologist for the agency's ineptitude, but a man with scruples who
wanted to see intelligence gathered
intelligently and effectively.
But Sorensen's uncomfortable
experience has given the American
people a gift on the occasion of our
new President's inauguration.
Many people wondered just how
the- new president would react if
Congress rejected one of his
nominees.
It is a shame that a man like
Michael Blumental, who has a far
more dubious record than Sorensen, was not the person to provide
this test of Jimmy Carter's character. Carter stood by his choice of
Sorensen. He said he was sad that
his choice was not confirmed. The
lesson for the American people is
this: Jimmy Carter did not react
violently, uncontrollably, or in any
way irresponsibly to the rejection of
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Adobe Towers

Universities Serve an Elite
By Richard M. Berthold
Much, perhaps most, of the
political dialogue concerning UNM
in its various aspects stems from
the widely differing views on the
proper role of the university. This
spectrum of opinion ranges from
the essentially industrial approach
of the State Legislature {x dollars
invested should mean y degrees
produced) to what has become the
general view of the left, that is, the
university as a social action group.
The former view is certainly
wrong, as I am sure most would
agree, but so also is the latter,
despite the superficial appeal of the
notion. Dear to the hearts of
academic liberals since the sixties
has been the assault on the ivory
tower of academe.
The goal has been to wrench the
university out of its unreal,
irrelevant and introverted world of
idea, and forcibly, if need be, turn
its face toward the real problems of
society. This, I believe, is to begin
"the process of destroying the
university.
Rigorously defined, the university is the place of higher learning in
society, the institution devoted to
the development of the mind, to
that unreal, irrelevant and introverted world of ideas. It ought to
be only this, for this is its service to
society.
It is not the role of the university
to act directly upon the problems of
society, to right racial inequities or
to implement social welfare.
Inasmuch as the university must
. deal with ideas and truth it must
certainly I:Je appreciative of the
problems and inequities of society,
but its role is not that of direct action.
Rather the university ought to
serve as an untroubled forum for
the discussion of all ideas, from the
problems of the barrio to the
problems of the quark, and as. such,
hopefully produce the educated

Editorial Board
Unsigned editorials represent a
majority opinion of the Dairy LOBO
Staff, All other columns, cartoons
and letters represent the op~nfon of
the author' Br)d do not necessarily
reflect the views ofthe staff,

minds which can then attack the ills·
of society.
In this sense the university ought
to be the ivory tower, fully aware of
the world about it, but immune
from the pressures of that world,
with its fat cats and politicians and
its sloganeers and angry mobs
shouting half-understood cliches.
Moreover, the university cannot
be a microcosm of society and
remain a university. By definition it
must be an elitist institution, serving the intellectual elite and
through them, the entire society.
This is not, of course, a view
calculated to win friends these
days, but it is so. Whatever transcendental equality we may have,
we have not been created intellectual equals and to pretend so
is foolish.
All must have the opportunity of
proving themselves, which is surely
not the case today, but given the
finite resources of the university it
must admit only the best or suffer,
as UNM does, the erosion of excellence. We have today the
democratization of the university,
the result being the equality of the
lowest common .denominator, the

one of his nominees. He was calm,
not bitter. He will live to stand up to
the Senate -and the Senate has
stood up to Carter .
With much luck, Carter will be
able to find someone who will try
for the CIA Directorship af.ter
today's gala festivities have ended.
Now the American 'people know
the personality of their new chief
executive a little better than before
the Sorensen battle began.
It is inauguration day. It is a day
that few of Jimmy Carter's supporters and acquaintances ever ex-.
pected to see dawn when they
began backing" him two or more
years ago.
.
Even at that time some New
Mexicans wanted Carter to be the
Democratic nominee. They may
not have thought he would reach
the White House, but they knew
that the New South had to be included in mainstream Democratic
politics.
They knew, also, that Carter was
the only, man who co_uld finish off
George Wallace-symbol of an
older south. This alone was reason
enough to support Carter at the
time.
As the campaign grew, the great
qualities, as well as the frailties, of
Jimmy Carter's personality and
politics came out. Supporters· had
new reasons to support him and
detractors had new reasons to oppose him.
The same feeling Mr. Carter instilled in his supporters many months ago, he instilled in millions of
primary and precinct-caucus
voters.

It was the same feeling that
10,000 people had at the rally in
~an Francisco the night Carter won
the election-the night of the
second televised debate.
Now on the day of Carter's
inauguration we can all hope, given
that trusting any one person can be
quite hazardous, that the feeling of
all of Mr. Carter's supporters was
well-founded and that President
Carter will live up to their expectations.
Time must be taken to consider
the new vice president, Walter
Mondale. The single most encouraging thing about the Carter
administration is that Mondale will
be in the know. It seems
unreasonable today, but the role of
past vice presidents as excess
baggage is well known.
Many people voted for Walter·
Mandala with more enthusiasm
than they did for Carter. Mondale's .
staff provided the first transition
plans for the administration. Mandale will be given the same State
Department briefings that Carter
will receive.
In 1977 it seems natural that the
vice president ought to be fully
prepared, be informed, and in a
position to share the burden of the
president's executive offiGe. The
president can make of the vice
presidency whatever he chooses.
We can be thankful that this time
around the president seems to have
chosen to put the office of V.P.. to
its best use.
· ·'

egalitarianism
of presenting
everyone with an equally worthless
degree.
If UNM is to serve the taxpllyers
as a university and not just as a
place to go after high school, it
must devote its energies to the best
minds and cease trying to compensate for the failure of the public
schools and governmental agencies.
(Berthold is a UNM professor of Editor:
History.)
The Socialist Party of New Mexico endorses Raul Huerta in the upcoming School Board election in Albuquerque. Huerta is not a member of
the Party, but we think he is the best ofthe candidates running.
He is a clerical employee in Zimmerman Library at the University and has
been active in the effort to organize a union among white-collar employees
at UNM. He is also active in the Chicano movement and has shown himself to be concerned and dedicated to improving the conditions of peoples
lives. He will be able to represent the needs of the students, teachers,
Editor:
parents and employees in the school system.
With all due respect for Colleen
We have had too many conservative business people and Chamber of
Gavin Maloof, her appointment has Commerce types dominating the School Board for too many years. They
the strong smell of patronage are insensitive to the needs of the parents, teachers and students.
politics. Governor Apodaca has
They spend more and more money each year and yet the education
passed over hundreds of more received by the students gets worse and worse, and the voices of the
·qualified candidates t,o pay some parents and workers are ignored.
political debts.
Edupation is very important and we need to begin to elect new people to
In any case, good luck Mrs. the School Board. There are many people running so those who want to
Maloof.
vote for Huerta v oil have io look for his name. The Socialist Party urges
Richard F. Tomasson everyone to make it a point to get out and vote in the School Board elecProfessor of Sociology tion, and We recommend and support Raul Huerta in the election.
··
Jimmy Higgens

NM Socialist Party Offers
School Board Endorsement

Apodaca's
Appoi-ntment

DOONESBURY

AmbrosiQ

0

0

.Local Kid Jams
By Chris Hammond
"Runnin' Away" and "I Wanna
"We try to be progressive Know" have enough punch for the
without. leaving the listener 45 bunch, but "Can't Let A
behJnd," said Joe Puerta, bass Woman" should become an FM
guitarist for Ambrosia, and former ·smash hit.
Albuquerian.
·
Another powerful piece, "The
Ambrosia succeeds with their Brunt," never waivers through the
latest album, Somewhere I've · liquid meter changes to the
Never Traveled. The album title crescendo of drums, bells, crowd
comes from an e.e. cummings noises and who-knows-what-else at
poem.
the end.
From Californian to classical,
My favorite cut is "Danse With
Ambrosia's musical influences are Me George (Chopin's Plea)," a
apparent in this album, which spoof of George Sand and her
achieves a good balance between involvement with the famed
distinct melody lines and intricate pianist/composer.
orchestral arrangement.
The arrangement is an interesting
The first side leads with a short combination of rock and minuet.
piece (47 seconds) called "And"
This, Ambrosia's second album,
that blends right into the title cut, is a little more progressive than
effectively spiced with a variety of their last and has a unique threepercussive effects.
dimensional detachable cover.
All four members of the band are
self-taught musicians and, when
recording, make use of a variety of
instruments, anything from flutes
to lutes to bicycle spokes.
The vocals ring out clean and
clear throughout this album and
Alan Parsons' hand at producing is
7:00-Channel 4: Monsters!
self-evident.
Joe Puerta said the band
Mysteries or Myth?
8:00-Channel 4: Movie
originated about six years ago from
("Give 'Em Hell, Harry!" 1975
the L.A. South Bay Area where
film with James Whitmore as
they did bar gigs under the name of
the
"Dukes."
President Harry Truman.)
8:00-ChannciS: Masterpiece
Ambrosia's first big break, Joe
Theater (New and final season
said, was the Santa Monica Civic
of "Upstairs, Downstair's"
Center, known for its part in
begins.)
getting bands started.
9: 00 _ c ha n ne1 5 :
The band has since headlined in
Inauguration of Jimmy Carter
Los Angeles, Montreal and
(Highlights).
Vancouver, besides touring with
11:00-Channel 5: Woman
Fleetwood Mac, Peter Frampton,
(Women's attitudes toward
Lynyrd Skynyrd, and Rod Stewart
sports).
(with whom they appeared in
12:00-Channel 13: Movie
Albuquerque over a year ago).
("The
Phantom
of
Ambrosia will be in town again
Hollywood •').
Sunday with ELO and Steve Hillage
~===========~~a~tJohnson Gym, 7:3_0_p_.m~._ __
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Emmylou??
The tour by Emmylou Harris
which would have- included a
February appearance at UNM
has been delayed. The tour is expected to be rescheduled in
several months.
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Introducing

The Fro Shop ·
Hair Care &
Beauty Cosmetics

Carryinp Such Lines As
• Sulphur-S
• Esirg
• StaSof Fro
• Ambi
Mon-Fri 10:30. 7:30
Sat 11 :00- 7:00
521 Vz Central SE
242·3651

errtes

Thursday
7:00&9:15
Ingmar
Bergman's
Friday &
Saturda)'
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The Cultural Program Committee
T h e University of New Mexico
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Six Stars Of Daytime Television

~~~~

Ron Tomme & Tudi Wiggins - "Love of Life"
Patricia Conwell & Tony Craig-- "E.dge of Night"
Ju Iia Barr- " A11 My C h ild ren"
Bernard Barrow- "Ryan's Hope"
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TICKETS AT' SUB BOX OFFICEePOPEJOY HALL•DILLARD'S
GENERAL STORE • LPGOODBUY (EUBANK)
RECORD WORLD !MONTGOMERY PLAZA I
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"The best comedy Britain has sent in years.'' Clive Barnes N.Y. Times
"A Funhouse of Absurdity" Jack Kroll-Newsweek
"Staggeringly Funny" Kalern-Time Magazine
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Tickets Avail able at Popejoy Hall and
all other Ticket Master Out1ets.
This show is on your subscriptions.
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Thursday, January 27- 8:15P.M.
Tickets $7.00, 6.00, 5.00, 4.00, 3.00
ASUNM & GSA Students - 1/2 Price
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AMBROSIA
SUNDAY, JAN. 23, 1977 • 8=00 PM.
JOHNSON GYM
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Alan Ayckboum's
Hilarious Comedy
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The New Mexico Doily Lobo is publishea•
Monday through Friday every regular week o(
th,e'University year and weekly during the sum··
rficr session by the Board of Student Publications'
of the Unlversily of New Mexico, and is not
financially associated with UNM. Second class
postage paid at Albuquerque, New Mexico
87131. Subscription rate is $10.00 for the
academic year.
The opinions eJt:pressed on the editorial page~
of The Daily Lobo are those of the author solely.
Unsigned opinion isthot of the editorial board o(
The Daily Lobo, Nothing printed in The Dail)
Lobo necessarily represents the views of the
University of New Mexico.
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Editor-in-Chief
Susan Walton
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by Garry Trudeau
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Custom blm:k nnd white

PREGNANT AND NEED HELP? You lmvc friends
who care at birthright. 247-9819 1/31

KAFKA AND C:REATIVITY in English. M,W,F,
9:30-10:20. Oennan336, Compnrntive Lit,
AGORA is UNM's crisis

By John Gric2o

PHOTOGRAPHY ENTHUSIASTS, STUDENTS!

Petsono.ls

Gymnasts Host Oregon Tonight

~:enter.

1121

We're here lo listen,

Call us-277-3013, or rome by the NW corner of

bone chip from his foot.

ranked second in the country (9,6),
and Mark Truedson, ranked fourth
Tonight the UNM men's gymUNM Coach Rusty Mitchell said (9 .45) in the pommel horse, will be
nastic team will host Oregon that Oregon is the best team his up against UNM's Chuck Walter
University, the second highest squad has faced tl)is year and he and John Eberle.
scoring team in the nation
looks for the Oregonians to win the
So far this year the Lobos are0-2.beginning at 7:30 at Johnson Gym.' PAC-8 title. "Oregon will be a
in
dual meet competition. It is a
8
strong contender for· the NCAA position that is very unfamiliar to
'>1
The Lobo squad which has been championship this year," said
Mitchell who has guided UNM to
hit
by injuries this year will
~ havehard
Mitchell.
an
88-18 won-lost record in his 10their top performer, Steve
~
year
reign as head coach.
Ortiz, back in a.ction tonight but
Mitchell said that tonight's meet
could turn out to be a battle betBecause of the various injuries to
\0. will be minus the services of Petry
OJ Genovese, a talented sophomore
ween Oregon's Jim Kelch, the the squad Mitchell said that he is
~ who competes in vauJt,ing and floor
nation's third leading scorer in the busy trying to get the team healthy
il< exercise, who is still recovering
all-around, and the Lobos' Steve and ready for the Western Athletic
from an operation to remove a Ortiz. Also Oregon's Ken Rogers, Conference championships)ater on
this year.
After the Oregon meet, .the injury-riddled UNM squad must face
such powers as UCLA, Oklahoma,
Arizona and defending· WAC
,
byW. . H.
champion Arizona State.
Lobo gymnast Doug Day performs on the rings against the
Japanese. He will do a similar routine tonight.
Friday, January 21, 7:00-9:00 p.m.

Mesa Vista Hall.

1/21

STAR TREK CONVENTION: discount tickets
availa91e at SUB DoK Orrlce. 1/21
BASIC PHOTOGRAPHY COURSE fofming.
Taught by art-oriented professional, No history,
chemistry of esthetics-just solid shooting
techqiques, lenses, individual instruction and heavy
practice in excellent dar_l<romn. Absolute beginners to
intennediate. Weekly lectures, Critiques, field trips.
Ex.pensive but intCnsive. Limited to ten very serious
people. Call A-Photographer. 265-2444 for mutual
interview. 2/4

z

CONTACTS71 CAS~Y OPTICAL Company, 255·
8736. trn

pro~tming,

printing. Fine-

grain or push-proc_es~ing of film. Contact sh~ts or
custom proofs. High quality enlargements, moun-

ting, etc. Best work in Albuquerque. Advlt:e if asked.
A-Photographer, 265-2444. 1121 PASSPORT, IMMIGRATION, I,D. photos. Lowes~
prices in town, Fast, 'pleasing, Call265-2444 or com~
to 1717 Girard Blvd, NE. tfn
BAKERY CAFE REOPENING. Special this week
only: free cup of coffee/tea with meal. New menu for
this seme~ter, 118 Yale SE. 1/21
HANG GLIDING is.growing1safe and fun. Learn to
fly right here in Albuquerque with the Get Hy Flight
School, 299-2679. 1/28
RUDOLFO ANAYA Heart of Aztlan now at
UNM Bookstor~. 1/21
UNM BOOKSTORE TEXT RETURNS policy: last
day for spring semester text returns Feb. 12. You
must have sale receipt. You must have student ID.
Books must be in condition as purchased. 1/24
HAIR, STYLIST YVONNE DOMINGUEZ would
like to let her friends and customers know she has
relocated: "Esquire Hair Designs," J504C Wyoming
Blvd. NE, 298-4811. l/24
·

coflegiate crossword

U.niversal Church of the Holy Spirit
509 Cardenas SE
265-5483
$3.50

YOU NEED A
GUIDE!
TheKNME
Program Guide
$5.00 for one year of
photos and info on your
favorite PBS programs.

77 PBS CALENDAR
A striking wall calendar,
11 by 14 inches, full of
color photos of your favorite PBS p~ograms.
$5.00 each, or just $1.00
with a one year subscription to the KNME Program Schedule.

PRESENTED BY:

Co.-rtesy Dodge

Eyeglasses &
Contact Lenses
Quality at reasonable cost

Casey Optical Co ..•.
(Next door to CaseV RexaiDrug}, ... /
Lo~a•atwa.hlnsron·~
-·

.

.

.

'

~·
·

.

Although UNM will be weak in
long distance runners, their middle
distance runners are led by Susie
Vigil. Cindy Ashby should also be a
strong point.
Coach Tony Sandoval said, "We
feel pleased. We're closer to the

Setvlces

Carol Mori::Iand who hit 22 points
against Northern Colorado but.
manage.d only eight in the
Wyoming win. Marpe says the
playing combination of 5-l senior
guard Margaret Gonzales and 6-4
Moreland "does a real good job."
Marpe said that they, along with
Jean Rostermundt and Cindy
Fischer, will be starters tonight with
the other position to be filled by
either l'atty Howell or freshman
Susan Schuster.
·.

8564.

3663. 214

ALBUQUERQUE CONVENTION CENTER
Albuquerque Ticket Agencies dt Coronado Center-both locations of Courtesy Dodge
PRESaNTED IN Al..SUQUERQUE BY:

Courtesy

WITH THIS COUPON

99¢

REDEEM AT1830LOMAS,ATYALE

Ex res Jan, 31 1977

TUTORING AVAlLABLE for minority students ~nd
men in Nursing for B!o 123; Biq 238: Bio 239; Chem
141; Chem 281; Math 102; Pharm 216; Nursing Path
2..\0. 277~2.507. tfo

For So.le
67 DODGE POLARA NEEDS work, take best offer.
Ca\1898-1835 after5 PM. 1/20

66 VW CREAMPUFF. 19,000 on new engine, 28,000
total; one owner, sunroof, snowtircs, $1395, Days,
766-7962: evenings, 266-1328. 1/20
NEW SHIPMENT OF 150 Bertin bicycles-plus,
many French accessories. Some used bicycles, 11439378, tfn
1964 VOLVO 122S: good condition, excellent
transportation, $700.00.898-0201, 268-l6~2. 1/21
I UTILITY TRAILER & 1 camping trailer. Best
offer,after6PM,242·22tl. 1/24
BARRY'S ELECTRONIC REPAIR, -206 San Pedro
SE, 265-033~. Color TV's & all electronic equipment.
IOOfo discount for students,wlth !D's. Used TV's for
sale. 2/JO
SMITH CORONA GALAXIE DELUXE portable
typewriter,· hard case, power space, 84 character,
jeweled main bearing, $40.00, 293-4389. 1/21
68 VW CAMPER with all equipment, Ca\1842-1326
after 5. 1121
67 CHEVY CHEVELLE. Runs good, automatic:.
Make offer, 256-nS5. 1121
RALEIGH tO-SPEED girls bicycle, Excellent eon·
dition. $80.00, 256-1285. J/21
1968 FORD: forsale. Needs fender, bumper&hood.
Ha$ good motor, tires & transmission. Any
reasonable orfer, 255·7534. 1121
CHRISTMAS LAYAWAYS UNCLAIMED: Brand
new Sansui, Sherwood, Kenwood, Ploneeq turntables, cassettes, S-track recorders, Starting from
S89.00 with all the goodies. 255·7$35. 1121
COLOR TV, 25" scr~n. color & tint control.
Assume 5 payments of SIQ or $50 cash, no i1Ucrest,
255·7534. 1/21
DUE TO DIVORCE: Brand new 1977 Kirby vacuum
cleaner, new guarantee. Assume paymcms ot .J~ i ,q 1 a
month. 2.55-1535, 1/21
FOR REPAIR BILL: Zi&Zll8 sewing machine. Makes
buttonholes, decorative stitches, blind hems. $27.00
cash or take over payments of $6.00 per month. 255-

:!lniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII!
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48 Curved letter
ACROSS.
49 Apportion
··so·-~ camp
· 1' Hoss 's brother
52 Theatre employee
5 Meadows
9 Attention-getting 54 Command to a dog
sound
57 Narrow channel
60 Sailor
13 January: Sp.
14 Move slowly
61 Miss Bancroft
15 Gudrun's husband
62 Annoyance (4 wds.)
16 Well-known address 65 Praise
(4 wds.)
66 Fat
19 French head
67 Japanese aborigines
68 Ends' partner
20 --- capita
21 Shows i 11 will
69 Fewer
22 Baseball bat
70 Busch and Marsh,
wood
of old movies
23 Comic --25 Domestic trade
DOWN
agency (abbr.)
26 --.-- in the belfry 1 Puts in one's stake
28 Poetic contraction 2 John Gunther book
30 Part of GBS
(4 wds.)
3 Johnson of TV
33 Stout
4 Curly's brother
35 John Jacob 37 Compass direction
5 Certain inmate
38 Kept up a sub6 Accounting journal
scription
items
40 Keep apart
7 Alas: Ger.
8 "--Funny That
42 From- Z
Way"
43 Restrict
9 Loses one's cool
45 Brightly-colored
46 Strip of wood
10 A - - in time - -

'Tonight's game begins at 7:30
with Saturday's contest beginning
at 5:00p.m.
Coach Marpe said, "Our offense
will be a lot better and our defense
will be as good as it has been."

kids. We've' been together a year
now and we're more like a track
team. We will be stronger in the
field events than we were last year.
We have a good mile relay team and
three or four good jumpers."
The tracksters will get their first
taste of 1977 competition by
hosting Oklahoma State, Redlands,
Colorado State, and Arizona State
on February 4.
Coach Barbara Butler said, "We
are training through the indoor
season, in order to peak during the
outdoor season."

11
12
13
17
18
23
24
27
2g
31
32
33
34
35
36
3g
41
44
47
49
51
53
55
56
57
58
59
61
63
64

--gin
Containers
This: Sp.
Chooses
Wire service
Frets
--- bourgeois
Chemical suffix
Us: Sp.
--- spumante
Garden problem
Mr. Roberts
--rays
Farewell
Name for a
dog
And so on (abbr'. )
Ignited
Wise old men
Stashes
Trifling
Triumph
.Poker deals
Asian river
Driving needs
Normandy town
(2 wds.)
Bandleader Jones
Cultivate
- - Minor
Scottish denial
- - Browne belt

§-

Varsity·
Barber Shop

~

§ Central & Richmond §
=

~-

§
§

Long Haircuts $4.50

st;~:~4:~·:o

§
=

=!

Robert Gill

Hours - Tuesday thru
;:
Saturday, 8:30 to 5:30
§
5llllllllllllllllnHnmlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll'?.
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CLEAN, ROOMY EFFlClENCY, University area..
$85.00 monthly, S~O.OOdcposit. No children, no pets.
310 Walter SE, 113. Call Liz. afte:r $:30, 242~

~

QO

r1>

1!25

1814.

COZY NEW EFFIGIENCY units available now!

Complete kitchens, lovely fumiture, utilities paid by
1:\ndlord. For hassle-free living call Tom Terrill Real
EstElle Co,, 266-1997. \128
SEARCHING FOR HOUSING~ Residence Halls are
your answer for mil."(imutn convenience to campl!S
plus comfort and econom.y in housing and food
service! Inquire, La Posada 201, weekdays, 9-4, or
cal1277-2606. 1128
ROOM AND BOARD in UNM oriented home near
campus. Non-smoking woman preferred. S50,00 for
rClom. Board in exchange for help with evening meal.
Ruth Smith, 255-7S93. 1126
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Employment
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PART-TIME/FULL· TIME Sales in!c:rviewing, 10-30
flex.lble hours.Excepdonal Income opportu!litles for
bu~inL!SS men, women, community workers and
teacher.s. Degree not required. For interview ca\129666!2 bctw~::en 6 PM • 9 PM , Marshall Field family
owned enterprise. (L-89). 1/20
A COURSE OF ACTION ... Air Force ROTC. Ir
you've got two academic yellrs remaining in school
(graduate or undergraduate) look lnto our AFROTC
programs. It's one wny or planning for n good future.
Get all lhe details today by con!ncling the UNM
Department or Acro~pace Studies a~ 1901 Las Lomas,
telephone 277-4602, 1/21
MINORITY PROGRAM IN NURSING needs tutors
for; Bio 123; Bio ~38; Bio 239; Chern 141; Chern 2811
MBlh 102: Phnrm 275; Nursing Path 240, 211·

2507.
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I/24

TEACHERS nt all levels: Foreign and Domestic
Teachers, Box 1063, Vancouver, Wnsh. 98660, 1/26
OVERSEAS JOBS-Summer/year-round. EurClpe,
S. America, Australia, Asla, etc, All field$, $500$1200 mQnthly. Expenses pDid, sightseeing, Free
inform.~ Write: lntcrnDtlonal Job Center, Dept. NB,
Box 4490, Berkeley, CA 94704. 2/14

Tto.vel
RIDE NEEDED DAILY Snnta Fe to Alb. and back,

Will pay SSS.Call255-6674.

1/24

EUROPE/WORLDWIDE Academic discounts year
round. S.A.T.A. 4228 Fint, Tucker, OA. 30084,

(800)241-9092.

2/8

1/21

74 VOLVO 14!i, best condition, 268~3818, 2!i!i-677S 1
after 5:00 p.m. 1/24
1975 HONDA XL-250, low mileage, under warranty,
excellent condition. 265-0646, J/24
DEGJNNJNG JEWELRY TOOLS, materials, book:!!,
765-5985, after 5:30. 1/24
YASHICA TL ELECTRO, 55min, telephoto, wlde
angle, zoom & case and extras, $450.00. 268·

0470.

HONDA
CIVIC®

CVCC~--

1/25

"Penny
Pincher"

RlCKLEF'S ECOLOGY, hardb11ck, $14.00. Physical
Geology (101), workbook & text, both $12.00. Lhasa
Apso puppies, $100.00. 242-4067. 1/2S
1974 SAAB SONEIT: E~tcctlent cond., 12,000 m1.
242-1671, evenings. I/26
1967 AUSTIN HEALY Sprite, hard top, rebuilt
engine, $975.00, 266-8221. 1/21

For Rent
FuRNISHED 2 room apartment: stove, refrlg. 7th &
Fruit SW.S10!i/mo. Ca11765-4454. 1/20
HOUSE, 4, BR, one semester, $225.00. 255·
0369. 1124
ROOMMATE WANTED to share house 1-1 blk.

fromUNM.Ill StanfordSE.

......

1/19

ROOMMATE WANTED to share apartment. Call
Sharon, 247-8130, after S:OO. 1/20

HONDA CIVIC
CVCC HATCHBACK

Ballet Folklorico

de Albuquerque
Mexican Folk Dance Instruction
Beginning Today!
Beg. Children T & T 5: 30-7 •
.l{m 115 Carlisle Gym
In term. Adult M & W 5: 30-7
1212 Rio Grande Blvd. NW
Beg. Children T ? T 5: 30-7
1212 Rio Grande Blvd. NW
Classes Open Until Feb 10 1977 For Further [nformatlon

,.

CAHM

Because a Civic CVCC runs
fine on any grade of gasoline,
you don't have to pay for
premium or unleaded gas.
You can use the lowest
priced gas.

only $3299
&Freight, Tax, License

~IOili>ll
d
1-:
:....J

1100 R1o Grande. NW all·40
.Phone 765·1133

Call842-9434
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•

10X discount
to
••
•• all students
••
••
••
••
•
L••••••••••••••••
upon preaenlatlon of current student 1.0,

USE OUR CONVENIENT
DRIVE UP WINDOW
AT 1830 LOMAS AT YALE~
OTHER LOCATIONS:
5431 Central NW
10015 CENTRAL NE
MONTGOMERY &
JUANTABO
HOURS:
11:00 AM 'TO 10:00 PM
'SUN. THRUTHURS.
11:00 AM TO 11:00 PM
FRI. & SAT.

•

COMMERCIAL ART SUPPLIES I LETAASET I FORMATT I CHARTPAK
ART & GRAFT SUPPLIES /DRAFTING SUPPLIES I PICTURE FRAMING
2510 CENTRAL AVE.NUE, S.E. ALBUQUERQUE, N.M. 97106, 295·3733

ACROSS FROM JOHNSON GYM

921 Eubank NE • 292·3030

I
I

Art and Drafting Supplies

I ••
••
I •

..

JANUARY 28 AND 29 • 8:00P.M. • KIVA AUD.

FLAMENCO DANCE CLASSES: professional
instruction, beginning Februar)'. Call 843.'1810 or
2SS'yl967. 214
TYPlNO: Fast, ac(,':urate, relisonable rates, Also
editing, help with composition. 256-9619, 1/26

7534.

or

!

POTATO SALAD OR COLESLAW OR FRENCH
FRIES, BEVERAGE
REG. $1.29 VALUE

2/4

with skill and imagination. 898-5977. 2/11
PAINTING:
RESIDENTIAL,
IO·YEARS
Experience. Call Wcs Oritt, 2S!i·1890 after S. 1/21
PARKING-Hi. blocks from SUB. $20/sem., 266-

l

2 PCS. GOLDEN FRIED CHICKEN

1126

TYPING, 1st QUALITY, elite. 883-7787. 212
BARRY'S ELECTRONIC REPAIR, 206 San Pedro
SE, 26.5..0335. Color TV's, tape decks, stereo, amplilie.-s, auto radios, Install burglar alarms. lO<rg
discount for students with lD's. Quick service. Used
TV's for sale. 2110
LSAT·MCAT EXAMS. Prepare now. Call
Professional Educators of New Mexico, Inc. 842·
5200. tfn
IMPORTED CAR OWNERS: Pride Motors offers
complete, reliable service and repair of all imported
cars. 529 WyomingSE, Tues-Sat, 256-1763. 1121
TYPING M.A. ENGLISH. Selectric: on campus, 296-

GOLDEN FRIED
CHICKEN

Back by Demand I The International cast of 100 that has
toured the world and appeared in the Super Bowl, makes
two presentations here in Albuquerque.

1/25

FOUND; under bench near Mitchell Hall, notebook.
Claim rm. 131, Marron Hall. 1/26

I

SPECIAL COUPON
OFFER!

FOUND: MEN'S GLOVES in Journalism bldg.
Claiminrm.131,MarronHall. 1/21
REWARD FQR RETURN OF Te'>as Instruments
SR-SlA calculator. Lost during finals, just west of
· campus. Call Dana at 281·5157. 1/21
LOST: LARGE MALE PUPPY, (8 mo.), black
docked tail, floppyears. 255-4982, Reward. 1/24
LOST NEAR UNM: year old, 26 inches tall, spayed
red female Doberman, Ears & tail cropped. Reward,

3654.

·Women Tracksters Start Practice
Amidst the fallen snow, an distance runner, Karen Cramond,
occasional gust of wind, and who has decided to take the season
complaints of aching feet, the off and will probably attend
UNM women's track team held Oklahoma State next year. Karen
their first "real" practice at was the Intermountain region crossUniversity Stadium to kick off the country champion, as well as
1977 season.
UNM's highest finisher in
They did so without their top nationals.

Lost & Found

LOST: TURQUOISE BRACELET, Diology
Building. Sentimental value, reward. 266~

Women Basketballers
Play First Home Game
game, in picking up a pe,rfect 3-0
By Ed Johnson
The University of New Mexico's record.
Saturday night, Jan. 22, with
women's basketball team opens its
home schedule tonight when Utah revenge in their hearts, Weber State
comes down to play in University
State invades the Pit.
The Lobos with their low-post, Arena. Earlier this year the Lobos
double stack offense, and an oc- defeated Weber State 68-64 in the
casional fast break have averaged opening round of the Ute Classic.
The Lobos intend to keep the ball
only 58 points in two games. Head
coach Kathy Marpe said, "We have away from Kathy Miller, who is
been taking good shots but we are averaging about 30 point~ a contest
missing them." The Lobo defense . and is the key of Weber's patterned
has given up a mere 57 points a offense.
game average, helping UNM to a ICoach Marpe said that the teams
I conference record.
they have faced so fur have been
Utah State, a fast-breaking team "primarily trying to shut off our
with good driving ability; has fast break."
averaged 80.3 points a game with its
She also feels that the girls realize
defense allowing only 64 points a .that they cannot-depend totally on

ATTENTION PREMED STUDENTS; fuU Medical
School scholarships available. Call Gene Henderson
in. Albuquerque, (505) 766-23)5 collect; or write:
Na.,.y Medical Programs Officer, :PO Box; 8667,
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87108, 2/18
DEADLINE FOR APPLICATION to College of
Nursing for Fall Semester is February I. Pick up
ap 11licalions at Student Affairs Office, room 154, in
the College of Nursing, orca11277-4224. 1124
YOUNG JUDAEA needs interested Jewish leader!'..
Call243-7374. 1/20
PLANETS now playing at Ned's. 1/21
UNM WAGON WHEELS: Square Dance Club, 7:00
tonight, Hokona Cellar. Beginners welcome. 1120
RICK LOPEZ, you were great as ASUNM Sen8.torl
Why didn't you run for re-election? Concerned. 1/20
GO GREEK (and get a rush), Sigma N>J, 1-20·
77. 1/20

268·3505.

Shepherd Edwin Peter's
World Prophecy for 1977
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•• i Undergraduate Students---- I
•• I Were you closed out of classes you wanted? Do 1
you wish you could be in a small class? Why not
~

~

Jl ~

~

~

~

~

~

• I come by the Honors Center during Drop-Add and I
•• I see what we have to of~er yo~?
I
There are places available In several of our course
•• I offerings,
including Freshman Honors seminars, I
•• I Freshman and
Sophomore General Studies seminars I
(all 3-credit hour courses), and Undergraduate
•• I Seminars
(1-credit hour U.S. P. courses). Descriptions I
•• 1
lists
available
the Honors Center, 1
a~d bo~~

~r~

a~

~ Humanities Building, west Wing, ground floor--or ~

I call ext. 2201 for information.
I· .
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Snoring the Roundhouse Blues

By Rebekah Szymanski
SANTA FE-Kodak Instamatics
snapped into action as the 33rd
New Mexico State Legislature was
about to begin. In the minutes
leading up to the pounding of the
gavel, the house floor was covered.
with what seemed like the entire
population of the state, except for
maybe the legislators themselves.
An orderly column of ·gradeschool kids filed in through the
turquoise-inlaid brass doors to the
capitol and followed their teacher
into the balcony overlooking the
house floor, As they settled into
their chairs, a young woman entered and smiled to them all. She
unfolded a piece of poster board
and leaned it against the outside of
the balcony railing.
"What's that lady wearing a rag
on her head for?" one of the kids
asked his friend.
Their teacher waved. "I told you
guys to stay in your seats."

"It's a red headband," the friend
answered,
·
The young woman took a seat in.
the front row as the balcony began
to crowd. She looked dowri onto
the floor of the house.
Two middle-aged women were
embracing. "Why, Bonnie,"
squealed the woman in matching
leather gaucho pants and boots.
"That card you sent us for
Christmas was darling, I'm saving
it for the collection of Madonnas
I'm starting."
She smoothed the collar on the
other woman's velvet suit.
"Where're you going for lunch?"
A teen-aged boy shoved into her
side as he passed. "Dad, I'm
ready." He stood in an aisle aiming
his Kodak as people side-stepped
their way around him. "Turn
around in your chair and look like
you're reading some bills."
Father representative smiled and
the flash went off.

"'··

_,.,

phato by Susan Walton

-

"The decisions we make in this room will profoundly
affect our lives ... "

UNM Development Office
Places Scholarship Funds_
By Lynne Moyer
Approximately $2 million goes through the UNM Development Office
from 40 thousand _alumni and business sources for use in scholarships,
' research and special departmental needs, said Robert G. Lalicker, Director
of Development and Executive Director of Greater UNM Fund.
Of this $2 million, 95 per cent is donated as restricted funds, which
means the donor determines where the funds will be used.
"Very rarely do we have to turn down money for unreasonable restrictions," he said. "We can assure donors that their funds will be used as
requested."
Most requests are for money distribution to specific colleges or departments, research projects or scholarships, Lalicker said. The other five per
cent of cash, approximately $30 thousand, goes into unrestricted funds.
Distribution of the unrestricted funds are determined by an allocations
committee consisting of two alumni, two faculty, Provost Chester
Tra.velstead, John Perovich, vice president for Business and Finance, and
Lahcker.
The committee meets twice a year and reviews requests for these funds
from academic and non-academic departments for "projects that will attract students," said Lalicker.
Lalicker said the purpose of Alumni solicitations is to "generate private
financial support to improve the instructional program for students."

Wondering What To Do
After Graduation?

Peace Corps

Vista

•

On Campus
Feb 1,2,3
Information Booth:
Student Union

A state policeman rushed in one
"Let the spirit of courage and across the house, chins rose up off
of the doors and shouted up to the sacrifice prove to be a beacon of of chests. Applause began to break
balcony. "Hey, lady. Lady, get that trust <1nd hope for those wat- the silence.
·
sign down, please." He pointed to a .ching ... "
Life resumed in the State
poster board with the message,
Capitol.
"WHY
AREN'T
PATTY
A representative rested his elbow
HEARST AND
RICHARD on his desk, covered his eyes with
NIXON IN JAIL?".
his palm, and dropped his head
The young woman with the red toward the desk.
headband shook her head and said,
Apodaca's voice began to slow
"No.u
down. He paused, glanced around
Another woman in gaucho pants the room and said, "Thank you so
offered to retrieve it, but ac- much, and God bless you all." All
cidentally knocked it off the railing
ap.d it fell to the floor.
The state policeman rolled it up
and twisted it in half under his arm.
He started yelling for people to
clear the floor.
.House representatives gradually
began to take their seats. There
were three white vases situated on
three different desks. In each vase
at the Student Activity Office, SUB
there was a single long stem red
Deadline: January 21
rose. The desks were soon occupied
by the only three women
For In
Call: 277-4706
representatives in the house.
"Will the house representatives
sign in, please,'' a voice came over
the microphones.
Disorder resumed as the
representatives filed down to the
floor to sign the roster and return to
their seats.
"Will you all stand for the
opening prayer," the voice said
again.
All heads bowed as the state
prayer was read, first in English
and then in Spanish.

I

'

Sorority Rush Begins!
January 23rd
Sign Up Now

Gov. Jerry Apodaca stepped up
to the podium and began his State
of the State address. Everyone
lowered their heads once again.
The only' movement on the floor
was the photographers stalking
about between aisles. A flash went
off and a man in the audience
raised his head and blinked. He
looked around momentarily, then
dropped his head to his chest once
again.
"The decisions we ~ake in this
room will profoundly affect our
lives ... " Apodaca's voice droned
on.
Another spectator stretched his
feet oui in front of him and folded
his arms over his chest.

jdttua.., ZJ>-22
8:15 ptn.
Tickets 52· 00 2.su 3· 00 - 277-3121
'
'

Popejoy· Hall

Move into the College Inn
This Week
• Apart.ment rates have gone up ...
Our rates are the same as last year ·
• Double room for $735 per semester witll'food and maid service
• Improved security
·
• Good food and lots of it **unlimited seconds
• Two blocks from campus--no parkinghassles~
no commuting experises
• Maid service and linens provided
• Heated pool, game room, social activities, carpeted, air conditioned, TV lounges

Inn

Sign Up NOW
For Your
Interview
Placement Office:
Mesa Vista Hall

An Imaginative Way To Use Your Degree

243-2881

303 Ash St.', N .E.

'

'
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